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All That Stands Between You and Slavery is A Dollar Bill

Technology has always been with us—whether it was using a rock to crack a coconut 
or the invention of a printing press. All the way up to getting rid of roll-up windows for 
power windows, technology was a friend—now technology is more of an acquaintance.

The effect of modern technology, at first, seemed to make everything less expensive, 
but over time products rose in cost and went beyond consumer's ability to repair.

As an example, I rode BMW motorcycles for decades, but had 2nd thoughts when 
they included a computer for most everything. On the old airheads (as with vintage 
VW's), I could adjust valves in a Texas, Motel 6 parking lot, in 40 minutes. Sure, it was 
every 3000 miles which changed to 12000 miles, but that's dealer maintenance—$400. 
If a rock cracks the headlight—$1500. Even the throttle is virtual, computer controlled. 
Key replacement—$200. My new bike has a carburetor, a $2 key—and no computers.

But this isn't about motorbikes, it's about technology. Technology that works towards 
enslaving us at best—and killing us off as a more likely scenario. As evidenced by the 
WEF working non-stop to get everyone cued-up into compliance for its 'ideology hier-
archy'. For the noncompliant, the plan is to pacify them forcibly, or surreptitiously slip 
something into miscreant's water, producing drugged zombies from a Ken Kesey novel.

And, honorable mention goes to the city of San Francisco moving forward with a 
plan to use AI robots in a lethal capacity. Of course there will be mistaken identity but...

The big thing looming is the demise of the dollar bill, to be replaced as a digit in a 
locked-down FedCoin system where government and other constitutional criminals will 
have info access about everything you purchase. What's the harm in that—right?
 What is their end game? To reduce population so that 'Davos-ians' will have all the 
energy for themselves. This involves a process in which we simply follow 'all knowing' 
WEF rules/technology, supposedly to make our lives better and the planet sustainable.

What will be the function of digital currency? Because the planet cannot sustain 8 bil-
lion humans at present levels of consumption, for 'the good of all', everyone will have to 
be brought into compliance. Fossil fuels will be rationed; meat will be rationed; nitrogen 
will be rationed. And, because an overriding ideology, 'climate change', is beyond cri-
tique, there will likely be precipitous 'rule changes' to meet changing circumstances.

Like what? Restricted travel that charts individual carbon-footprints—in real time. 
Those with too large a footprint will, at first, be restricted from carbon-based purchas-



es. But later, unless one 'toes the line', one's available funds' (as with YouTube chan-
nels), will get 'strikes', until, one becomes no longer fundable—requiring 'cancellation'.

Globalists are Malthusians with a mission to cut global population in-half—for 
starters. 'All knowing', and 'controlling' all markets, they will task themselves with con-
trolling even the market of human existence, depicted in a Bob Dylan song: "Then time 
will tell just who fell, and who’s been left behind, when you go your way and I go mine."

Klaus Schwab has been lauding China as the model for our futures, but it remains to 
be seen whether or not Xi Jinping attains to a level of Schwab 'heartlessness'. Though 
difficult for Westerners to come to terms with, Putin and Xi could be important in pre-
serving our freedoms, through unwillingness to go along with the WEF and Davos.

Be that as it may, the whole West has gone 'woke' and they want to sweep us along 
with them. So much is going to depend on energy, and energy is going to depend on 
what happens with the BRICS and in Ukraine. In the US, the shale-revolution is now 
officially over, with the majority of oil again being produced in the OPEC nations.

The US is 'energy okay' for now, but screwed in the 'long game'. Production in the 
'shale-sphere' declines every year by 45%. What doesn't make the news is the neces-
sity for 45% more wells to be drilled each year to make up the deficit. And, each year 
there are less productive areas in which to drill—which foretells diminishing returns.

As an example, 'woke' values increase uncertainty and neglect in fossil fuel markets, 
where it gets more difficult each day to find investors for needed replacement wells. In 
this scenario, shale market collapse is nothing more than investors getting risk averse.    

The fools at Davos/WEF will continue on their merry way, and like a snowball rolling 
downhill, gaining size (an 'aggregate propensity'), there is little we can do, as individu-
als, to stop it. But there is something we can do as a group, which involves stirring-up 
our complacent lives, which is a far better choice than accepting what they plan for us.

What evil comes our way—and how do we stop it? First we admit to the future Klaus 
is preparing for us, and recognize there is no getting back to normal, ever again, that 
the fork in that road was back aways and has been taken. And, that preserving any of 
our freedom and heritage will involve uncomfortable choices that come with risk.

The most effective means of government control is the 'social networks', so we do 
what we can to limit participation. The more of us who abandon Facebook, and its ilk, 
undercuts the main argument used by the elite to limit 'freedom of speech'. They tell us 
that free speech used to be acceptable when the world was more constricted and 
smaller. Now, with everyone on their devises and networks, 'hate speech' is every-
where, and made worse by 'throngs of bigoted trolls' piling-on someone under attack.

That is not a failing of 'free speech', more that little, angry guy, driving, surrounded 
by the anonymity of 2 tons of metal—as an opportunity for 'road rage'. For those with 
'undigested anger', social networks are the venue of choice as a means for lashing out.

Stick to 'sparse' texting, avoiding 'sharing platforms'. As with Bitcoin: the mathemat-
ics didn't fail—it was exchanges in the hands of fools. The lesson for crypto, as well as 
for existence: take control of your own life. What can you take control over? Cutting 
back on the use of credit cards, even debit cards. Use cash as much as it still works.

Know that soon, the dollar and fiats will 'stumble and fall', and hopefully any digital 
lockdown with it. If they take the dollar, have some gold/silver—and be ready to barter.  

Please pass my articles along. Become a subscriber—it only costs your time: 
erik@neverhadaboss.com. My articles and fiction can be read at neverhadaboss.com. 


